**Off to nationals**

The Cal Poly women placed second in the national meet.

**Foundation votes against divesting in South Africa**

By Brad Curtis

The Cal Poly Foundation Board of Directors voted Friday against full divestment from businesses operating in South Africa.

For more than two hours the Foundation Board of Directors listened to public speeches calling for full divestment of Foundation holdings in businesses operating in South Africa. Student Senator John Watson was the only public speaker to recommend partial divestment in accordance with the Sullivan Principles.

Those principles recommend that investments should remain in companies operating against the apartheid system because they may benefit blacks in South Africa.

A motion to retain the current divestment policy passed seven to two, after a substitute motion for full divestment was struck down six to three. The companies the board currently has investments in operate according to the Sullivan Principles.

The over-capacity crowd of 140 people responded angrily against the decision, as Richard Kranzdorf, a political science professor, took the podium without being recognized by the board. He said, "This issue will not go away. We are very disappointed with the board and we will be back."

"This issue will not go away. We are very disappointed and we will be back."

— R. Kranzdorf

**Students take part in human chain**

**Hands joined for hunger**

By Gwen Dawkins

Memorial Day weekend was not only filled with the traditional ceremonies honoring veterans, it also hosted the latest in aid phenomena — Hands Across America. An estimated 5 million people linked hands to form an almost-complete chain across the country. Approximately 400,000 participated in the Southern California area. The 285-mile stretch of the chain which looped through Los Angeles, including sections of Skid Row, was the section joined by some Cal Poly students.

Robert Newlin, a graphic communication senior, took a place in the human chain.

Find out the latest trends in everything from accessories to bikinis in the Mustang Daily Summer Fashion special section. Page 7.

**First glance**

**In a Word**

screw — n., in British dialect, a fragment, especially one torn off a piece of cloth: shred.

**Weather**

Sunny Thursday afternoon following morning low clouds. Highs will be in the upper 70s to lower 80s. Northwest winds five to 10 mph.
Hands Across America gets Reagan's shake

President Ronald Reagan, his wife Nancy and unknown blacks and white children held hands on the White House steps as did millions across the country Sunday to raise money for the hungry and homeless in this country.

Hands Across America, the much-publicized event, organized as many as 6 million people across the country to link hands in a human chain.

At first glance of Sunday morning television, it seemed quite ironic and even hypocritical when Reagan joined hands and sang the words to "We Are the World" from a scrap of note paper.

The Reagan administration's record, after all, is dismal at best when scrutinized from an angle of benefits to the hungry and homeless. The enormity and escalation of the problem can be attributed in part to the administration's cutbacks in subsidized housing and welfare funds.

Last week, Reagan attributed the extent of homelessness to their lack of information about available programs. Those federal programs, in fact, amount to not much more than a $70 million budget (1984 figure) for the Federal Emergency Management Agency to allocate to millions of homeless people across the country. The New York City deputy mayor says the homeless services in his city alone would cost $217 million for fiscal year 1985.

Differing reports show that the homeless in this country range from 250,000 to 3 million. Studies and speculation show the City of Los Angeles as having more than 350,000 homeless, with the numbers increasing each year.

Is Reagan a hypocrite by holding the hands of two small children on the steps of the White House?

No, or not according to his confidence in the American spirit of goodwill, anyway.

The prevailing view of the Reagan administration is that the tragedy of the homeless can and should be alleviated by local governments, private organizations and families.

Hands Across America is a private corporation, with the moving force of Ken Kragen, Coca Cola and Citibank, as well as an estimated 6 million American citizens who pledged millions of dollars. A net income of $50 million is approximately the same as in the rest of India. Yet the life expectancy from birth in Kerala is more than 10 years higher than elsewhere in India. This is because of better sanitation and a balanced diet as a result of better education. In short, a technological solution cannot solve a political/social problem and vice versa.

Reader criticizes Rose Bird editorial

Editor — Your editorial on May 23 ("Rose Bird is an endangered species") was a brilliant piece. It is an important point. This article defended the right of judges and jurors who are strong foes of the death penalty to say their "opinions" in court cases. The point you missed is that jurors and judges cannot and must not base their decisions on their feelings and opinions. Court cases must be decided based on the law of the land.

The California state constitution, as modified by the people of the state through the initiative process, states quite clearly when the death penalty should be applied. This is not an "opinion," it is the law, and just because someone does not agree with the law does not entitle him to ignore it. If this were true, nobody could ever be convicted of any crime.

Rose Bird is not the only opponent of the death penalty who sits on the California State Supreme Court. She is, however, the only justice who has now voted to uphold a single death sentence, as your editorial pointed out.

Justice Stanley Mosk, also a strong opponent of capital punishment, has voted to uphold death sentences. This indicates to me that Rose Bird is indeed basing her rulings on personal opinions and not the law as she pledged to do when she was sworn into office. I think that is proven when she makes rulings that state that rape is not a crime of violence and that the death penalty for a violent theft who shoots or stabs his victim repeatedly must be overturned because it was not proven that he intended to kill his victim.

This is why I am voting "no" on the reappointment of Rose Bird, and I urge all law-abiding citizens to do the same.

KEITH SAATHOFF

Letters to the Editor

GUEST VIEWPOINT

Charles Wolf

Engineers need to be socially conscious

The primary purpose of an engineer is to solve another catastrophic problem: a spiraling arms race that threatens civilization as a whole.

Recently, two methods of arms control have been introduced with the claim that their deployment will end the arms race. President Reagan claims that "Star Wars," a space-based defense system, will render nuclear weapons "impotent."

It is worth noting, however, that other weapons also carried spectacular claims early in their development. Alfred Nobel sold his invention of dynamite in the hope that its destructive capability would slowly make war impossible. Hiram Maxim, who developed the machine gun, stated, "Only a general who was a barbarian would send his men to certain death against the concentrated power of my gun."

In truth, new weapons technology cannot end the arms race between the superpowers. If a Star Wars system was deployed, the Soviet Union could easily develop the ability to destroy vital parts of such a system. Such a military build-up only aggravates the arms race and illustrates the fact that a technological solution cannot solve a political/social problem.

If a technological tour de force such as Star Wars cannot end the arms race, then what should be the role of technology to promote world peace? Communication can be and is already used to open dialogue between not only diplomats but citizens from both nations. Soviet and American technology can be used in perfecting treaty verification systems thereby making bilateral disarmament possible. Finally, a combined effort between the Soviet Union and the United States in space exploration will do much to eliminate suspicions and confirm good intentions.

Engineers in particular have a moral and ethical obligation to work for companies that do not participate in Band Aid solutions to complex international problems. Such ill-researched practices often lead to more harm than good. This may be a sacrifice to many new engineers, but it is a necessary sacrifice that must be made by all professionals who believe in engineering peace.

Charles Wolf, guest columnist, is an electronic engineering senior and former president of Students for Social Responsibility.
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Students send letters to Mikhail Gorbachev

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Letters from American schoolchildren to Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev — illustrated with drawings of hearts, flowers and both nations’ flags — expressed condolences for the Chernobyl nuclear accident and hopes for peace.

"I hope no more people die,” wrote Michael Esfahani, a student in one of two classes visited last week by Dr. Robert Gale of Los Angeles, the specialist who helped perform bone-marrow transplants on victims of the April 26 accident near Kiev.

Students send letters to Mikhail Gorbachev

WASHINGTON (AP) — In the biggest exodus of its kind in three decades, the Soviet Union pledged to open the gates to 117 of its citizens yearning to join their families in the United States, the State Department announced Tuesday.

The Reagan administration praised the decision as a “significant step” and said the move would settle 36 of 126 divided-family cases. The United States has been pressing Kremlin leaders to resolve.

State Department spokesman Charles E. Redman said that word of the decision was given to the United States Monday in the closing hours of an otherwise unproductive human-rights conference in Bern, Switzerland.

Africans ask for $80 billion in aid

UNITED NATIONS (AP) — Africa asked industrial nations for at least $80 billion in new aid and debt relief Tuesday at a special session of the U.N. General Assembly called to consider the continent’s economic crisis.

President Abdou Diouf of Senegal said the proposed new aid, more than double the current annual level of Western assistance, would be “complementary financial contribution” to Africa’s own “mobilization of internal resources.

Western delegates said before the session that they would avoid making specific commitments on aid and debt relief.

Chickens fly coop: $300 in poultry reported missing

More than a dozen unusual breeds of hens and roosters valued at approx.$1000 were reported stolen from the Cal Poly Poultry Unit Monday, said Public Safety officials.

According to Wayne Carmack, Public Safety investigator, 13 hens and roosters were taken from three different campus chicken coops sometime between 5 p.m. Sunday and 2 p.m. Monday.

Approximately half of the missing fowl are owned by a Cal Poly student while the university owns the remainder, Carmack said.

Public Safety is investigating the incident and encourages anyone with information regarding the missing poultry to contact their office — Rebecca Harner

Students send letters to Mikhail Gorbachev

Two professors honored by group

By Chris Banks Staff Writer

Two Cal Poly professors were recognized as being outstanding instructors by the Tassels Honor Society last week.

One of about 400 votes, math professor Jim Mueller and electrical engineering professor Art Dickerson emerged with a majority, said Henderson.

The honor society held a vote, open to all students at Cal Poly, on May 6, 7, and 8 in the University Union Plaza, said Brian Henderson, a senior business major and member of Tassels.

The ballot did not have a list of candidates for the students to choose from, Henderson said, because the honor society wanted students to write in their own choice for outstanding teachers.

Tassels Honor Society began honoring the best teachers on campus last year, said Henderson. The society is open to students with senior standing, so each year there is a new chapter.

Each chapter must work on a project, and the selection of outstanding teachers was last year’s effort. However, said Henderson, the society has decided to try to make it a traditional event which will continue through the years.

“Faculty are evaluated for the most part only by other faculty members, and nobody ever honours the really great teachers,” Henderson said. He said the society feels it is important for the outstanding teachers to gain some recognition within the campus community as a whole.

Henderson said the awards are not merely symbolic. For example, he said last years’ winner, music instructor Craig Russell, told the society the award deeply and honored and moved him. Russell told the society he felt that for once he was getting back a small part of what he felt he put into his teaching. Henderson said Russell’s reaction made the society feel that its effort was worthwhile.

Mueller and Dickerson were honored with plaques last Tuesday evening in a ceremony put on by the Tassels Honor Society.

Two professors honored by group

Two professors honored by group
**Variety of topics addressed**

**Former governor attends picnic**

By Megan Humpl

Something needs to be done with California’s jails, mental institutions, water development and mass transportation, said former governor Edmund G. “Pat” Brown.

Brown, who was governor of California from 1959 to 1967, spoke Monday at the San Luis Obispo Democratic Memorial Day Picnic which was held in Mission Plaza. Brown picknicked with fellow Democrats before he spoke to the crowd of almost 250 people.

Brown began his talk by saying that if he had been Ronald Reagan in 1966 as he did Richard Nixon in the previous election, he would probably be president of the United States now. He followed that by saying that he wanted to talk about a few things that bothered an old governor.

“The jails are bulging at the seams,” he said. “We knew this was going to happen three or four years ago, and we should have planned for it then.” He said he believes that much of the criminal problem begins in the school system.

California has one of the highest drop-out rates in the country, he said. Class sizes must be cut in the minority districts of California, and some of the lottery money should be used to help this problem. Instead of dealing with the criminals after the fact, we need ‘Maybe, just maybe, I’ll run for public office again’

— Edmund Brown
to find out why they behave this way, said Brown.

His last thoughts on the jail issue were pertaining to California Supreme Court Justice Rose Bird. “California went seven years without an execution before Rose Bird came into office, and I think people need to look at that fact,” he said.

Brown said that while he was in office the state was able to cut the number of people in mental institutions from 34,000 to 20,000 by putting the elderly in convalescent hospitals. Now the state has not helped the mentally ill at all, he said, and when they are released they have nowhere to go. “Deukmejian hasn’t helped the situation at all,” said Brown.

Brown said the last four governors of California favored the Peripheral Canal, which was planned to transport water from Northern California to Southern California. "Look at it and see if it really will take water away from Northern California," he said.

"It floods up by Sacramento all the time and besides, I am from San Francisco, and a true Northern Californian at heart. Even though I live in Los Angeles now, I am still for the 49ers, Giants and Warriors."

"As governor I saw that Southern California was dependent, and I know that water had to be brought down from the north," he said.

Regarding California’s transportation Brown said the state needs high-speed railways similar to those in France. He said it is a pleasant way to travel.

See BROWN, page 6
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**SPECIAL NOTICE TO CAL POLY’S OFF CAMPUS PG&E CUSTOMERS**

Now is the time to place your order for Spring/Summer termination of your PG&E service!

The following will give you three (3) ways in which you can promptly get your electric service terminated:

1. Complete the form below and bring it to the PG&E Service Representative who will be stationed at the U.U. from 10:00 AM - 2:00 PM on JUNE 2 - 5.

2. Complete the form below and mail to: PG&E, PO Box 592, San Luis Obispo, CA 93406.

3. Complete the form below and bring it to our Customer Services Office located at 406 Higuera St., San Luis Obispo, CA.

---

**APPLICATION**

**NAME:** ______________________  **PHONE:** ______________________

**P.G.&E ACCOUNT No.:** ______________________

Date you wish to terminate electric service: ______________________

Service address: ______________________

My permanent address is: ______________________

**P.G.&E’s Electric Service Turn-off Program**

If you do not receive a closing bill within 30 days please contact our office: (805)544-3310.

---

**THE REWARDS OF EDUCATION**

**GMAC and Christianson Chevrolet**

Feel you have proven dedication and responsibility

**OPPORTUNITY**

If you have $276.50 in cash or an old beat up car worth $278± and it’s only 6 months before or a year after your graduation, you don’t have to work or need a co-signer. You can own a new car.

Are you worried about your first payment? Don’t! We understand and it takes time to settle in, so we will allow you 90 days before your first payment is due and the first payment is only $122.16.

Don’t worry about any additional markup or unpaid balance at the end of the contract.

That doesn’t happen at CHRISTIANSON CHEVROLET.

**LET ME FILL YOUR TRANSPORTATION NEEDS**

**CHRISTIANSON GENERAL MOTORS ACCEPTANCE CORPORATION**

We want to welcome you into the future

ADVANTAGES: U.S. - Low risk. Dedicated people. Once sold, we have an excellent opportunity to continue to meet your transportation needs.

YOU - Receive installment. Establish credit. Make a friend.

We are not here to make you rich. We are here to make friends.
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You can win a Toyota MR2, a Toyota 4x4 SR5 Sport Truck, or a Pioneer shelf stereo system.

GRAND PRIZE IS WINNER'S CHOICE.
A Toyota MR2 sports car. The fun is back with the 2-seater mid-engine MR2 leading the way. Here's a sports car with a 1.6 liter twin cam 16-valve TC-16 electronically fuel-injected powerplant that roars into an RPM range that few engines can achieve.

A Toyota 4x4 SR5 Sport Truck. Head out after college on the road or go where there's no road at all with a Toyota 4x4 SR5. Rear tires push and front tires pull and you've escaped the humdrum world of freeways and stoplights.

FIRST PRIZE IS A PIONEER SHELF STEREO SYSTEM.
There are five first prizes. Catch the Spirit of a True Pioneer with a Pioneer sound system, Model S-200. It includes double cassette, amplifier with graphic equalizer, FM/AM tuner, fully automatic turntable, plug-in cartridge and 2-way speaker system.

TEST-DRIVE A NEW TOYOTA AND RECEIVE A TOYOTA CLASS OF '86 T-SHIRT.
Come on in and test-drive any new Toyota and show us your student ID card. We'll give you a card to fill out that entitles you to a Toyota Class of '86 T-Shirt—" While supplies last."

The Class of '86 Sweepstakes is going on now at all participating Southern California Toyota dealers.

YOUR NEAREST TOYOTA DEALER IS:
Spring Toyota-BMW
1144 Higuera Street
San Luis Obispo
(805) 543-7001

Official Sweepstakes Entry Blank
Volunteers participate in peace march through town

Students Rob Rinaldi and Rosalind Kohn lead a march down Grand Avenue Thursday night in a demonstration put on by Students for Social Responsibility. About 130 people took part in the event to help raise money for participants of the Great Peace March, a group crossing the nation by foot in an effort to increase people's awareness of the need for peace.

TUPTIN ELLIOTT / Mustang Daily

Ready To Cut Loose For the Summer Don't Forget WOODSTOCK'S PIZZA

Finest Pizza Around
16 Different Toppings
Whole Wheat or White Crust
WE DELIVER 541-4420

BROWN

From page 4

"We need people with vision in office," said Brown. "We can't increase taxes too much, because we can't take money away from people who need it to pay their own living."

Brown concluded his speech by saying "maybe, just maybe, I'll run for public office again," at which his fellow Democrats gave a loud cheer.

John Garamendi, a California state senator who is running for state controller in the upcoming elections, also spoke at the picnic. "We are proud to be Democrats, and as Democrats we are proud of our country," he said.

"The Democratic Party is going to come alive this year, and we are going to have strength in San Luis Obispo County," said Garamendi.

Others who spoke at the Democratic rally were Shirley Bianci, who is running in the District 2 Supervisorial Race, and George Galvin who is running for sheriff.

All speakers paid tribute to the meaning of Memorial Day, and spoke in honor of the people who lost their lives in war.

11th ANNUAL KCPR AUCTION

Live and over the air on May 28th.
3-12 mid.
Call in your bids at 544-4640.
ean lines. No fuss. Vivid color and ethnic influence. That's the way to think of dressing this summer — fun and put with polish.

More than ever, dressing is up individual. Around San Luis Obispo, the choices for summer clothing range from simple to sophisticated, to next to nothing for beach.

"The basic trend is a trim lean figure," said Joan Heitz, owner of Contempo. Whether the micro-mini popular in Europe or the more tailored dresses coming in fall, fashion is emphasizing the figure. "It says, 'This is for a woman,'" said Heitz.

She pointed out dresses and suits with cinched waists and the use of knits as examples of close-fitting lines.

Fabric and texture are important this season as well, she said. Designs such as batik are prominent, as well as original designed fabrics unique to a particular manufacturer.

Linda Bjorklund, owner of Up Alley, pointed out the ethnic influence in jewelry. She said big bracelets and silver pieces are in.
Right: An endless summer of sun is a sure thing when wearing these suits. On the left, Scott Howell is wearing black and blue cotton shorts by Shott. At the Sea Barn for $33. Center left: This high-cut black and pink bikini by Daffy is modeled by Michelle Blandy for the Sea Barn. The nylon/spandex suit is $37. Center right: Barely Legal features Lisa Meyers modeling a one-piece suit. The nylon/spandex suit sells for $45.95 at the Sea Barn. On the right, Kristin Burns is wearing a black crop tank top and high dancer's bottoms of polyester and spandex. For $53 at the Sea Barn.

Above: Dressing up the simple, uncomplicated way — just right for warm romantic evenings. Annette Van Ruiten is in a black and white rayon tank top and straight skirt from Francine Brower. Mark Tindell is nattily dressed in tan pleated lightweight wool trousers from Corbin, blue and white striped cotton shirt from English 100 Singles. His tie and suspenders are silk, from Talbott. Annette's outfit from Up Your Alley, Mark's from Village Square.

Above: Khaki and big silver pieces are mixed here, showing the strong ethnic influence in accessories. Annette Van Ruiten is wearing an Indian cotton jumpsuit and duster coat from Sangham Imports Ltd. The olive drab is accented with a big silver concho belt, bangle bracelets and giraffe necklace, all from Up Your Alley.
Below: Sleek and body-conscious, this skirt and bustier are the perfect way to show off the results of all those aerobics classes. Both are gathered down the back; the skirt ends in a cascade of pleats. Laurie White models the set, in rayon from Karl Logan. From Choice.

Above: Menswear doesn't have to be the same old thing. Mark Tindell tests the limits of tradition in this unique outfit from Choice. The black cotton jersey harem pants are gathered at the waist, tight at the knee and full through the leg. The turquoise viscose shirt is collarless, with front pockets and a long back — for tucking in or leaving out. Pants from Taxi, shirt from Ping Pong.

On the cover: Out in the sun and enjoying the breeze, Lisa Meyers models this cool 100 percent cotton covering. Perfect for carefree summertime, the cover-up by Skin-suit is a matching tie-on skirt and top set. It sells for $29 at the Sea Barn at Avila Beach. The bathing suit underneath is by Toth from Brazil. Made of nylon and spandex, the suit is sold at the Sea Barn for $43.

Above: Bold design and vibrant color are the key points of this oversized reversible sweatshirt from Mickey & Company for JG Hook. It's light enough for warm summer days, warm enough for nights at the beach. Modeled here by Laurie White. Sweatshirt and slacks from Renee's.
The Mustang Daily humor magazine, Void Where Prohibited, is back with more wacko stories, columns and articles posing for satire. Can you hardly believe it? Watch newsstands for your copy tomorrow. Brush after every meal. Look both ways before crossing streets. Be all you can be. Read.

From page 7

are a good accent for body-conscious clothes. Close-fitting clothes don't need many accessories — "maybe just a pair of bold earrings," she said.

Both Heitz and Bjorklund agreed traditional summer favorites such as shorts and tank tops are still strong this season. In contrast to the usual bright colors of summer dressing, Bjorklund said a rugged look inspired by "Out of Africa" will be seen, too.

Always, Bjorklund said, she looks for comfort and quality when choosing what to sell at her store. "I look for casual things, because of the lifestyle here — but also a touch of dress-up."

When buying new merchandise, Heitz said she tries to balance the classic with the new. "I look for things that have a strength about them — that are extraordinary. I feel that dressing is very personal and individual. People shouldn't depend on labels so much for a look."

This year's bathing suits don't leave much room for the label. Skin is in this summer and plenty of it is being displayed in fashionable skimpy two-piece bathing suits, said the buyer for Avila Beach's Sea Barn.

"Many of my one-piece suits are on sale to make room for the two-pieces," said Avila. "The biggest sellers are the Hawaiian prints and the ones that have been most popular for a long time are the suits with the larger butts."

Bathing suit fashions originate in Southern California, Avila said, although the best sellers on the central coast are conservative compared to some styles offered in the south.

Kathy Chaney, buyer for Central Coast Surfboards, agreed the styles are more wild down south. "There are more girls on the beach in Southern California so the styles have to be more risque to catch anyone's attention."

Both Avila and Chaney agreed large suits are a big seller on the central coast. "We sell more large size suits, like 12 and 14, than the small five, six size," said Avila.

"Girls go for bigger sizes for more coverage," Chaney said.

According to Chaney, the basic black bikini is a hot seller with geometric and floral patterned suits close behind.

However, with high fashion comes a high cost. "The fashion industry knows how vain women are. They'll pay the price," said Avila.

Chaney blamed the manufacturers for the high prices. She said the patterns were difficult to make so they would properly fit.

Hawaii has a big influence on Californian styles, said Chaney. "It's a fashion fact. In 1962 the United States produced 12 million bales of cotton, 15 million pounds of wool, 584 pounds of cellulosic man-made fiber and 7.36 billion pounds of non-cellulosic man-made fiber."

However, with high fashion comes a high cost. "The fashion industry knows how vain women are. They'll pay the price," said Avila.

Chaney blamed the manufacturers for the high prices. She said the patterns were difficult to make so they would properly fit.

Hawaii has a big influence on Californian styles, said Chaney. "Next year I think we'll see a trend of styles influenced by the women in Australia and the girls there go topless," said Chaney.

Story by Susan Harris and Mary Anne Talbott
Photos by Karen Tey

A special thanks to all the stores which provided samples of this summer's fashion hits.

It's a fashion fact:

In 1962 the United States produced 12 million bales of cotton, 15 million pounds of wool, 584 pounds of cellulosic man-made fiber and 7.36 billion pounds of non-cellulosic man-made fiber.
Doctor's evaluation of Poly Health Center gives positive remarks

By Sally Kinsell

The Cal Poly Health Center has been pronounced physically intact after a recent checkup by the California Medical Association.

A CMA medical doctor who specializes in evaluating medical centers visited the Health Center as part of an audit requested by the CSU Chancellor's Office, said Health Center Administrative Program Specialist Joyce Page. The doctor, Harry Glatstein, distributed a questionnaire, reviewed the clinical charts of patients and went through some of the documents, she said. Glatstein is currently on the staff at the hospital at Stanford University, said Page.

Overall, the verbal evaluation was very favorable and few problems were cited, she said. A written evaluation is expected to arrive within the next few weeks. Athletic medicine, especially for the campus athletes, was indicated as a program in need of improvement, said Page. Under the current program, the priorities are regular students first and athletes second, she said. "The primary concern shouldn't be just 'patch them back together and put them back on the field.'" she said. Health Center officials all agreed with the evaluator that improvement was necessary.

Recognized for their excellent service were the Health Education section and La Femme, the women's clinic, said Page. "Those are the two areas that are the most interest to the college group," she said. The evaluator also said closing the infirmary was a good choice because it wasn't utilized very much, she said. "It will enable us to spend this money on preventative medicine." Maintenance of and confidentiality of medical records was also commended, she said.

Cal Poly was one of four California State University campuses evaluated, Page said. The others were San Jose State, Long Beach State and Fresno State. Although audits of the Health Center have been done before, Page said this is the first time the Chancellor's Office has made the request. So far, the reports from the other schools have not arrived, she said.

Chemical used by criminal labs may cause cancer

LOS ANGELES (AP) — The chemical benzidine, used by crime labs to detect traces of blood, is suspected of causing the cancer that has plagued several forensic scientists.

Benzidine, once a textile dye, used to be wiped or sprayed on walls, floors and other surfaces to highlight telltale bloodstains for use as evidence in criminal cases, but its use has been cut drastically since it was linked to bladder or liver cancer more than a decade ago.

But the cancer often doesn't appear until 15 to 20 years after exposure, and many of the approximately 3,000 active and retired criminalists are blaming benzidine for their cancer.

ATTENTION GRADUATING SENIORS!
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START PACKING COMING JULY 11TH
Tracksters place high at nationals

Going into the NCAA Division II Track and Field Championships last week, the Cal Poly Lady Mustangs knew they had their hands full with Abilene Christian. Abilene Christian took the title last year from the Mustangs, who had been shooting for their fourth straight championship. This year at Cal State Los Angeles, the site of the 1986 championships, the Mustangs were out to regain the crown and Abilene Christian was out to defend it.

Although three Mustangs captured individual titles, it wasn't enough to catch the Wildcats of Abilene Christian as they won their second straight national championship, 112-93½.

Patrice Carpenter won the national title in the 400 meters. Gladies Prieur ran away with the 1,500 meters and Donna Bernstein came out on top in the javelin.

Carpenter, who is graduating in June, placed third in the 200 meters on Wednesday and anchored the 1,600-meter relay with a blistering 31.91 to move the Mustangs from fifth to third. She also set a school record in the 400 meters with a 32.96, which earned her the NCAA Division II title.

Prieur came back from leg cramps and a seventh-place finish in the 800 meters to win her second straight championship in the 1,300 meters with a time of 4:18.98. Prieur led the entire race, followed by teammate Jill Ellingson, who passed three runners in the last stretch to finish second in 4:26.06.

Bernstein took the national title in the javelin with a toss of 140 feet in May.
Patrice Carpenter pushes in the final leg of the 1,600-meter relay. Carpenter ran a blazing 51.8 split to move the Mustangs from fifth to third in the race.

118% and Denise Woodard finished seventh with a 118% mark.

Mustang coach Lance Harter has taken his teams to two second-place finishes and three championships in the team's last five championship appearances.

The Cal Poly men's track team took 10 men to the NCAA championships and brought back nine All-Americans. But their 21 points weren't enough to top the defending champion Wildcats of Abilene Christian, who won their fifth straight title with 142 points.

The Mustangs finished 11th out of 49 scored teams, which is an improvement on last year's 16th-place finish.

Jim Halter accounted for 10 of the Mustangs' 21 points with two fourth-place finishes in the shot put and the hammer throw. Halter was only three-fourths of an inch out of third place in the shot put with a heave of 58'6-1/2" and he tossed the hammer 190'11". Both marks were good enough to earn Halter All-American status in both events.

Dave Johnson also brought home two All-American honors. Johnson entered the meet with the second fastest time in the 400-meter hurdles at 50.99 and he ran the fastest qualifying time at the championships at 51.71. In the finals he came off the last hurdle in the lead, but he let his lead slip away to finish fourth. He also anchored the 1,600-meter relay and received All-American honors in both events.

The 1,600-meter relay team of Kevin Pratt, Kurt Loeprich, Arnold Maler and Dave Johnson were also named All-Americans with a seventh-place finish in 3:13.11.

On a tragic note, Phil Klusman, a sports writer for 21 years at the Bakersfield Californian, was killed Friday after he was struck by a 16-pound steel ball during the hammer throw competition.

Apparently Klusman was standing in an out-of-bounds area about 180 feet from the throwing area, when he was hit in the head during a practice round.

Klusman died of head injuries at the Los Angeles County General Trauma Center.

Photos by Ken Dintzer and Daryl Shoptaugh

An Abilene Christian University pole vaulter plants his pole on the way up to the bar. ACU took their fifth straight NCAA Division II title.
Criterium, Heiden come to downtown

World class bicycle racing returns to San Luis Obispo for the annual San Luis Obispo Criterium Sunday.

National caliber cyclists will race through the streets of San Luis Obispo on the 44-mile lap enroute to victory and more than $7,000 dollars in total prize money and merchandise.

The route will start south on Higuera, turn right on Broad, north on Monterey and right on Osos, back to Higuera.

The race is one of the stops on the 7-11 Cup circuit, which consists of 23 races nationwide.

Several members of the 7-11 team will be racing, including Eric Heiden, Davis Phinney, Bob Roll, Alex Stieda, Doug Shapiro, Chris Carmichael and Ron Kiefel.

Heiden has been captain of the 7-11 team since 1981 and was also a member of the 1980 U.S. Olympic team.

Phinney was a bronze medalist in the 1984 Olympics, Stieda won the 1985 San Luis Obispo Criterium and Shapiro, Carmichael and Kiefel were all members of the 1984 Olympic team.

In addition to these top-ranked riders, the Cal Poly Wheleman, coming fresh off a western regional championship, will be represented by 16 riders in a field of more than 300.

Unlike years past, there will be two races this year. There will be a road race on Pozo Road Saturday before the criterium.

The races will be divided into four categories: professional men riders and senior 1 and 2 riders, which are the top riders over 18 years old; senior 3 and veteran riders; senior 4 riders; and women riders.

The pro and senior 1 and 2 riders will lap the 32-mile Pozo Road course three times and they will lap the criterium course 63 times.

The road race will begin at 8:30 a.m. Saturday and the criterium will start at noon Sunday on Higuera.

The race will be sponsored by Manufacturer's Sports Outlet, Lowenbrau, Z-93 Radio, Spirit Cycle Works, the San Luis Obispo Recreation Department and McDonald's.

Spectator numbered more than 15,000 last year and the number is expected to be greater this year.

Celtics want second win at home

Boston Coach K.C. Jones, who has complained about the 2-3-2 homecourt format in the finals since last year, agreed with Bird about the significance of Thursday's game.

"We have to win this one, no question about it," said Larry Bird, who had 21 points, 13 assists and eight rebounds Monday as Boston won the best-of-seven series opener 112-100. "If we win, we know that the worst thing that can happen is that we'll get back to Boston for the last two games."

Bird recalled that the Celtics won last year's championship series opener 148-114 over the Los Angeles Lakers, then lost the second game in Boston 109-102 before losing the series in six straight games.

"We would have won the series last year if we had won Game 2," Bird said. "If we win on Thursday, we feel like we'll be in complete control."

"The second game is the most important," Jones said. "We have to win to keep the homecourt advantage. The Rockets need a win here to have a chance to go home and win three."

The Celtics lost only one home game all season, and a Boston victory Thursday would give the Celtics 40 consecutive home victories. Still they say they are not overconfident.

"You feel invincible after you win at home, but before the next game starts you remember a lot of times when the games were close, that you could have lost," Bird said. "So you realize that you should be happy to get the win and not be cocky about it."

"We don't have a sense of invincibility at home," Jones said.

The Celtics led 24-14 in the first quarter and 38-28 early in the second period, but the Rockets rallied on both occasions. The Rockets shot 65-64 in the third period before a 27-11 streak put Boston in control.

"What bothers you the most is that you know what they're going to do and they're good enough to do it," said Houston Coach Bill Fitch.
Rain dampens Indy 500; may hold practice session first
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San Diego police may carry semiautomatic weapons in near future

SAN DIEGO (AP) — Concerns that patrol officers increasingly are outnumbered by criminals has prompted a debate over whether police should upgrade their weaponry.

One possible option under study is to allow officers to carry 9mm semiautomatic pistols, a weapon with twice the firepower of the department issued .38-caliber revolver.

The Los Angeles Police Department has approved a test program during which its officers have the option of buying the semiautomatic weapon.